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1) Wilson Duff, The Indian History of British Columbia, Volume 1: The Impact of the White Man 
(Victoria: BC Provincial Museum, 1964):

“It is not correct to say that the Indians did not ‘own’ the land but only roamed over the face of it 
and ‘used’ it. The patterns of ownership and utilization which they imposed upon the lands and 
waters were different from those recognized by our system of law, but were nonetheless clearly 
defined and mutually respected. Even if they didn’t subdivide and cultivate the land, they did 
recognize ownership of plots used for village sites, fishing places, berry and root patches, and 
similar purposes. Even if they didn’t subject the forests to wholesale logging, they did establish 
ownership of tracts used for hunting, trapping, and food-gathering. Even if they didn’t sink mine 
shafts into the mountains, they did own peaks and valleys for mountain goat hunting and as 
sources of raw materials. Except for barren and inaccessible areas which are not utilized even 
today, every part of the Province was formerly within the owned and recognized territory of one 
or other of the Indian tribes.”

2) Mr Justice Gould, of the BC Supreme Court (1969):

“I am of the view that between November 19, 1866, and May 16, 1871, during which time there 
can be no doubt that the sole sovereignty over the area of British Columbia as we now know it 
flowed from the Crown Imperial, such rights, if any, as the Nishga may have had, were firmly 
and totally extinguished by overt acts of the Crown Imperial by way of proclamation, ordinance, 
and proclaimed statute. All [of these devices] reveal a unity of intention to exercise, and the 
legislative exercising, of absolute sovereignty over all the lands of British  Columbia, a 
sovereignty inconsistent with any conflicting interest, including one as to ‘aboriginal title, 
otherwise known as the Indian title,’ to quote the statement of the claim.”

3) Mr Justice Tysoe, of the BC Court of Appeal (1970):

“[I]n spite of the commendation by Mr. Duff, a well known anthropologist, of the  native culture 
of the Indians on the mainland of British Columbia, they were undoubtedly at the time of the 
settlement a very primitive people with few of the institutions of civilized society, and none at all 
of our notions of private property. I am not overlooking Mr. Duff’s evidence that the boundaries 
of the Nishga territory were well known to the tribes and to their neighbours, and respected by 
all. These were territorial, not proprietary, boundaries, and had no connection with notions of 
ownership of particular parcels of land. Also Mr. Duff said that on occasion a chief would 
earmark a particular piece of property for the exclusive use of a particular family, but I see no 
evidence that this practice was general; even if it was, it would only support claims of the 
particular occupant, and not claims to the communal use by the whole tribe over all its tribal 
territory.



 “I see no evidence to justify a conclusion that the aboriginal rights claimed by the 
successors of these primitive people are of a kind that it should be assumed the Crown 
recognized them when it acquired the mainland of British Columbia by occupation.”

4a) Mr Justice Judson, of the Supreme Court of Canada (1973)

“Although I think it is clear that Indian title in British Columbia cannot owe its origin to the
Proclamation of 1763, the fact is that when the settlers came, the Indians were there, organized in
societies and occupying the land as their forefathers had done for centuries. This is what Indian
title means and it does not help one in the solution of this problem to call it a ‘personal or
usufructuary right.’ What they are asserting in this action is that they had a right to continue to
live on their lands as their forefathers had lived and that this right has never been lawfully
extinguished. There can be no question that this right was ‘dependent on the goodwill of the
sovereign.’
 “It was the opinion of the British Columbia Courts that this right, if it ever  existed, had 
been lawfully extinguished, that with two societies in competition for land—the white settlers 
demanding orderly settlement and the Indians demanding to be let alone—the proper authorities 
deliberately chose to set apart reserves for Indians in various parts of the territory and open up 
the rest for settlements. They held that this had been done when British Columbia entered 
Confederation in 1871 and that the Terms of Union recognized this fact.
 …
 “In my opinion, in the present case, the sovereign authority elected to exercise complete 
dominion over the lands in question, adverse to any right of occupancy which the Nishga Tribe 
might have had, when, by legislation, it opened up such lands for settlement, subject to the 
reserves of land set aside for  Indian occupation.”
  

4b) Mr Justice Hall, of the Supreme Court of Canada (1973)

“If in any of the proclamations or actions of Douglas, Seymour or of the Council of the Colony 
of British Columbia there are elements which the respondent [BC] says extinguish by 
implication the Indian title, then it is obvious from the Commission of the Governor and from the 
Instructions under which the Governor was required to observe and neither the Commission nor 
the Instructions contain any power or authorization to extinguish the Indian title, then it follows 
logically that if any attempt was made to extinguish the title it was beyond the power of  the 
Governor or of the Council to do so and, therefore, ultra vires.”


